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DONOFRIO, J.
{¶1}

Plaintiffs-appellants, Ross and Brenda Linert, appeal from a Mahoning
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County Common Pleas Court judgment finding in favor of defendant-appellee, Ford
Motor Company, on appellants’ product liability and loss of consortium claims,
following a jury trial.
{¶2}

Ross Linert was an Austintown Township Police officer from March

1992, until November 11, 2007.

On that day, while driving a 2005 Ford Crown

Victoria Police Interceptor (CVPI), Linert was involved in a traffic accident with Adrien
Foutz. Linert was travelling at approximately 35 miles per hour (mph). Foutz was
travelling at over 100 mph in a Cadillac DeVille when she rear-ended Linert’s CVPI.
{¶3}

The accident caused the CVPI’s fuel sending unit to separate from the

fuel tank. This resulted in a fire. Linert suffered severe burn injuries to approximately
30 percent of his body.
{¶4}

Appellants filed a lawsuit against Ford and Foutz. They raised claims

against Foutz for negligence and loss of consortium. They raised claims against
Ford for product liability, actual malice, and loss of consortium. As to the product
liability claim, appellants claimed design defect, manufacturing defect, and failure to
warn. These claims centered on the allegation that the fuel tank design, location of
the fuel tank in the vehicle, and/or manufacture of the fuel tank was defective and
that Ford failed to warn Linert of the defects.
{¶5}

Prior to trial, the trial court granted Ford’s motion for summary judgment

on the issue of punitive damages. The court found that Michigan law controlled the
issue of punitive damages and barred recovery of such damages.
{¶6}

The matter proceeded to a two-week jury trial on July 11, 2011.

Appellants settled with Foutz just prior to trial. The jury returned a verdict in favor of
Ford on all remaining claims. Appellants filed a motion for a new trial, which the trial
court denied.
{¶7}

Appellants filed a timely notice of appeal on November 10, 2011.

{¶8}

Appellants now raise 11 assignments of error, the first of which states:
THE JURY INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN WERE INCOMPLETE,

INCORRECT AND MISLEADING SUCH THAT THE JURY WAS
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NEVER GIVEN OHIO LAW THAT SUPPORTED A VERDICT FOR THE
PLAINTIFF ON THE EVIDENCE BEFORE THEM.
{¶9}

The giving of jury instructions is within the sound discretion of the trial

court and will not be disturbed on appeal absent an abuse of discretion. Sicklesmith
v. Chester Hoist, 169 Ohio App.3d 470, 2006-Ohio-6137, 863 N.E.2d 677, ¶62 (7th
Dist.). Abuse of discretion connotes more than an error of law or judgment; it implies
that the court's attitude is unreasonable, arbitrary, or unconscionable. Blakemore v.
Blakemore, 5 Ohio St.3d 217, 219, 450 N.E.2d 1140 (1983).
{¶10} When specific portions of a trial court's instructions are at issue, an
appellate court must review the instructions as a whole. Rinehart v. Maiorano, 76
Ohio App.3d 413, 418, 602 N.E.2d 340 (6th Dist.1991). We will not consider a single
jury instruction in isolation. State v. Jalowiec, 91 Ohio St.3d 220, 231, 744 N.E.2d
163 (2001).
{¶11} The jury charge should be a plain, distinct, and unambiguous statement
of the law as applicable to the case by the evidence presented. Marshall v. Gibson,
19 Ohio St.3d 10, 12, 482 N.E.2d 583 (1985). “An inadequate jury instruction that
misleads the jury constitutes reversible error.” Groob v. Key Bank, 108 Ohio St.3d
348, 2006-Ohio-1189, 843 N.E.2d 1170, ¶32.
{¶12} Appellants raised objections to all of the issues with the jury instructions
that they now take issue with. The trial court overruled their objections. Appellants
assert eight separate errors here. We will address them in turn.
{¶13} First, appellants argue the trial court failed to properly instruct the jury
that the CVPI could be defective because it deviated from Ford’s performance
standards and instead improperly instructed the jury that appellants’ manufacturing
defect claim failed unless they proved a deviation from design specifications.
{¶14} Appellants’ manufacturing defect claim was based on R.C. 2307.74,
which provides in pertinent part:

“A product is defective in manufacture or

construction if, when it left the control of its manufacturer, it deviated in a material
way from the design specifications, formula, or performance standards of the
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manufacturer.” (Emphasis added.) The trial court’s instruction as to manufacturing
defect was as follows:
Specifically, plaintiffs claim that the crimp overlap used to keep the
sending unit attached to the ’05 Ford Crown Victoria Police Interceptor’s
fuel tank failed to meet Ford’s design specifications.

In order for

Plaintiffs to recover against Ford on their manufacturing defect claim,
they must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that, one, at the
time the ’05 Ford Crown Victoria Police Interceptor left Ford’s control,
the fuel tank deviated in a material way from, A, Ford’s design
specifications, or, B, otherwise identical units manufactured to the same
design specifications; two, that the defect existed at the time the ’05
Ford Crown Victoria Police Interceptor left Ford’s control; and three,
that the defect was the direct and proximate cause of Mr. Linert’s
injuries.
(Tr. 2627).
{¶15} Appellants argue that the performance standards language was critical
in this case because there was ample evidence that the CVPI, as manufactured,
failed to meet the applicable performance standards, specifically the 75-mph crash
testing performed by Ford. They contend that by failing to instruct the jury that a
manufacturing defect existed if the CVPI deviated from Ford’s performance
standards, the trial court improperly narrowed the scope of the jury’s inquiry to Ford’s
design specifications only.
{¶16} In reviewing whether sufficient evidence was presented to warrant
submitting an issue to a jury, we must determine whether the record contains
evidence from which reasonable minds could reach the conclusion sought by the
instruction. Brophey v. Admr. Bureau of Workers’ Comp., 7th Dist. No. 07-MA-24,
2008-Ohio-646, ¶13.
{¶17} In support of their argument, appellants point to the testimony of
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Richard Cupka, the former leader of the Crown Victoria Interceptor Technical Task
Force. Cupka testified that Ford designed and tested the 2005 CVPI to withstand a
75-mph crash with a rear offset of 50 percent to the left by a 3,400-pound midsized
vehicle with no punctures to the fuel tank and with no gas leakage. (Tr. 1640-1641).
And he stated that Ford advertises this fact on its website and in its brochure. (Tr.
1640; Ex. 682). Cupka explained that a 50 percent offset crash is where the righthand fender would hit at about the middle of the trunk. (Tr. 1642). Cupka opined
that any deformation to the fuel tank would be more severe in an offset crash as
opposed to an inline crash, where both vehicles were perfectly lined up. (Tr. 1642).
{¶18} But as Ford points out, the testimony demonstrated that Linert’s
accident did not occur under the same circumstances as the aforementioned crash
test. Firstly, Linert’s CVPI was not stopped at the time of collision; it was travelling at
approximately 35 mph. (Tr. 2040). Secondly, the Cadillac driven by Foutz weighed
significantly more than the 3,400-pound midsize vehicle used in the crash test; the
Cadillac weighed approximately 4,100 pounds. (Tr. 2042). And thirdly, the Cadillac
struck Linert’s CVPI at almost a 100 percent overlap, as opposed to the crash test’s
50 percent overlap. (Tr. 786).
{¶19} Given the fact that the accident occurred under different circumstance
than the crash test, the trial court did not err in determining not to instruct the jury that
the CVPI was defective if it deviated from Ford’s performance standards. There was
no evidence that had Linert’s CVPI undergone the identical crash test that it would
have failed.
{¶20} Therefore, appellants’ first issue under their first assignment of error
lacks merit.
{¶21} Second, appellants argue the trial court failed to properly instruct the
jury that the CVPI could be defective due to inadequate post-marketing warning or
instruction.
{¶22} Appellants’ claim for inadequate warning was based on R.C.
2307.76(A).

This statute provides that a product is defective due to inadequate
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warning at the time of marketing if, when it left the manufacturer’s control, the
manufacturer (1) knew or should have known about a risk that is associated with the
product and that allegedly caused harm for which the claimant seeks to recover
compensatory damages and (2) failed to provide the warning a manufacturer
exercising reasonable care would have provided concerning that risk.

R.C.

2307.76(A)(1). It also provides a claim for inadequate post-marketing warning which
provides that a product is defective due to inadequate post-marketing warning if, at a
relevant time after it left the control of its manufacturer, the manufacturer (1) knew or
should have known about a risk that is associated with the product and that allegedly
caused harm for which the claimant seeks to recover compensatory damages and (2)
failed to provide the post-marketing warning or instruction that a manufacturer
exercising reasonable care would have provided concerning that risk.

R.C.

2307.67(A)(2).
{¶23} The trial court’s jury instruction on failure to warn only stated the
elements for inadequate warning at the time of marketing. (Tr. 2629-2630). The
court did not instruct the jury on inadequate post-marketing warning.
{¶24} Appellants argue the post-marketing duty to warn language was
important because without it the jury would ignore the evidence of Ford’s post-sale
knowledge of the increased risk of fire in the CVPI and/or insufficient crimp on the
sender ring and that Ford failed to provide any post-marketing warning or instruction,
even though a reasonable manufacturer would have.

They assert there was

extensive evidence that Ford determined CVPI tanks were being manufactured with
insufficient crimp and undertook a Crimp Improvement Project to correct the issue.
Yet Ford never passed this information on to the police community. And appellants
assert the applicable statute does not require the plaintiff to prove a defect, only a
risk. Appellants contend that by failing to instruct the jury on post-marketing warning
or instruction, the trial court improperly narrowed the scope of the jury’s inquiry to
Ford’s pre-sale knowledge only.
{¶25} Just because the jury found the CVPI was not defective in manufacture
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does not mean that appellants’ failure to warn claim must fail. A failure to warn claim
involves failure to warn of a “risk,” not a failure to warn of a “defect.” The two terms
are not the same. A “manufacturing defect” is “an imperfection in a product that
departs from its intended design even though all possible care was exercised in its
assembly and marketing.” Black’s Law Dictionary 174 (Pocket Ed.1996). A “risk,”
however, is “a known danger to which a person assents, thus foreclosing recovery for
injuries suffered.” Black’s Law Dictionary 554 (Pocket Ed.1996). In a strict products
liability case for failure to warn, “the failure to warn of unreasonable dangers
associated with the product constitutes the defect.” Sapp v. Stoney Ridge Truck Tire,
86 Ohio App.3d 85, 619 N.E.2d 1172 (6th Dist. 1993). In this case then, Ford’s
failure to warn of a known risk associated with the CVPI’s fuel tank could constitute a
defect. Thus, a jury instruction on post-marketing failure to warn was warranted
regardless of the jury’s finding on appellant’s manufacturing defect.
{¶26} Additionally, appellants presented evidence on their post-marketing
failure to warn claim. Appellants point to the following evidence in support.
{¶27} Ford undertook a Crimp Improvement Project in 2007, to improve the
crimp on the sender ring attached to the fuel tank. The tank in Linert’s CVPI was
manufactured in May 2005. (Tr. 870).
{¶28} Steven Haskell, a manufacturing process engineer on the fuel tank
assembly line for Ford, testified on the subject. Haskell stated that in January 2007,
the design analysis engineer, Jon Olson, approached him to see if there was
anything they could do to improve the crimp joint. (Tr. 653-654). Olson testified he
had

been

informed

of

some

“real-world

incidents”

involving

sender

unit

dislodgements. (Tr. 2254-2255). Haskell proposed to “refurbish the crimp tooling to
provide a robust crimp.”

(Tr. 659).

Out of these discussions came the “Crimp

Improvement Project.” (Tr. 653-654; 2254). Haskell testified Ford was ultimately
able to get “more metal folded over the top of the sender ring,” approximately a
millimeter to a millimeter and a half.

(Tr. 662).

Haskell stated that the crimp

improvement went into effect in October 2007. (Tr. 662). Prior to that time, Haskell
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believed the crimp overlap to be approximately three to three-and-a-half millimeters.
(Tr. 662-663). Haskell stated that the increase in the crimp overlap made the union
of the sender unit and the fuel tank stronger and more robust and, therefore, more
crashworthy. (Tr. 663-665).
{¶29} Thus, appellants did present evidence to the jury that (1) Ford knew of
some incidents of sender unit dislodgements, (2) Ford looked into this issue, and (3)
the result was the Crimp Improvement Project whereby Ford increased the crimp on
the sender unit, which resulted in a stronger, more robust union of the sender unit to
the fuel tank and a more crashworthy vehicle. This was adequate evidence to put
appellants’ post-marketing failure to warn claim before the jury. Thus, trial court
erred in refusing to instruct the jury as to this claim.
{¶30} Therefore, appellants’ second issue under their first assignment of error
has merit.
{¶31} Third, appellants argue the trial court failed to instruct the jury that a
lack of a TIG weld in place of the crimp on the tank sender ring was a potential
design defect.
{¶32} Appellants’ claim for design defect included several defects, including
defective design due to the lack of a TIG weld attaching the sender ring to the fuel
tank. As to design defect, the trial court instructed the jury only on appellants’ claim
that the CVPI was defective in design because of the location of the fuel tank. (Tr.
2619). The court chose not to include an instruction that the lack of TIG welding was
a potential design defect.
{¶33} Appellants argue they presented evidence that the failure to TIG weld
the sender ring to the fuel tank was a design defect. Therefore, they contend the trial
court erred by failing to instruct the jury that they could find a design defect based on
Ford’s failure to TIG weld the sender ring.
{¶34} Appellants rely on a few statements by their expert Dr. Eberhardt, a
mechanical engineer and accident re-constructionist, to support their claim here:
Q You yourself, have you formulated any opinions as to any
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potential alternative designs for the sender unit itself, for the sender ring
attachment?
A Yes, there are alternatives.
Q And what in your opinion is one of those alternatives?
A Well, certainly one of the alternatives is a different kind of
locking arrangement, which has been used previously. I think I would
point more to other fastening methods. And there could be changes in
design.

Certainly a smaller ring would have less force.

The

opportunities of the capabilities of welding, particularly TIG type welding
or plug TIG type welding, there are any number of ways. But certainly
meeting a large enough crimp is also an approach to this. But as an
alternative, there are alternate methods.
Q In your opinion, would a TIG weld on a sending unit be a safer
alternative design for this particular attaching mechanism?
A I think it likely would be. I think it’s a method that could be
tested, and it would be proven in testing or would have to be perhaps
perfected in testing.
Q And you haven’t did [sic.] that analysis; correct?
A I haven’t done that, no.
(Tr. 905-906).
{¶35} Dr. Eberhardt testified he performed no analysis of a TIG weld design
and that the method would have to be tested. Dr. Eberhardt’s TIG weld theory is
speculation, not evidence. Thus, there was no evidence that a TIG weld would have
prevented Linert’s injuries and a jury instruction on the TIG weld was not warranted.
{¶36} Therefore, appellants’ third issue under their first assignment of error
lacks merit.
{¶37} Fourth, appellants argue the jury instructions improperly used the
federal regulations as “limitations” and “constraints” on Ford’s ability to build a safer
vehicle rather than as minimum standards.
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{¶38} The court instructed the jury:
A Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard is a minimum standard
for motor vehicle performance as set forth in Instruction Number 22.
Conformity with any Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard is just one
factor to consider when determining the foreseeable risks of the design
of the product.

Such evidence, however, is not conclusive that a

product is defective.
Design defect, compliance with Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standards.

Applicable Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards

imposed specific limitations and requirements on the design and
performance of the fuel tank of the ’05 Ford Crown Victoria Police
Interceptor. * * *
Ford could not legally sell a passenger vehicle that did not meet
the requirements of the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards. In
determining whether the fuel system of the ’05 Ford Crown Victoria
Police Interceptor was defective, you must take into account any such
regulatory constraints that you find were imposed on Ford’s ability to
design the fuel system differently.
(Tr. 2624-2625; Emphasis added.)
{¶39} Appellants contend that this instruction could have misled the jury into
thinking that compliance with federal regulations might excuse an otherwise defective
product. They assert there was no evidence that federal regulations prevented Ford
from altering or avoiding the defects they claimed.
{¶40} We have held that even if the trial court erroneously instructs the jury
with respect to an issue, the error is harmless if the jury's responses to
interrogatories show it was not necessary to reach a decision related to the
erroneous instruction.

Brophey, 2008-Ohio-646, ¶13.

Here, in response to

Interrogatory 1, the jury found that Linert failed to prove by a preponderance of the
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evidence that when the CVPI left Ford’s control there was a practical and technically
feasible alternative design for the fuel tank location that would have prevented his
injuries. This was the first element of appellants’ design defect claim. Because the
jury found appellants did not meet the first element of their design defect claim, they
never moved on to reach the issue of foreseeable risks with the design, which is the
focus of the instruction at issue.
{¶41} Furthermore, appellants fail to consider the first paragraph quoted
above where the court instructed the jury that the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standard is a minimum standard for motor vehicle performance and that conformity
with any Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard is just one factor to consider when
determining the foreseeable risks of the design of the product. We must construe
jury instructions as a whole. In doing so, the court properly conveyed the message to
the jury that Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards are only a minimum standard
and that these standards were but one factor to weigh in reaching their decision.
{¶42} Therefore, appellants’ fourth issue under their first assignment of error
lacks merit.
{¶43} Fifth, appellants argue that the jury instructions improperly included an
interrogatory as to whether they believed there was a “practical and technically
feasible alternative design as to fuel tank location.” (Interrogatory 1). Appellants
argue this interrogatory was redundant because the existence of such an alternative
design was an element of their design defect claim. They claim they were prejudiced
by the interrogatory because it required the jury, in order to find in appellants’ favor,
to make the same finding twice.
{¶44} A trial court must submit properly drafted interrogatories to the jury.
Freeman v. Norfolk & W. Ry. Co., 69 Ohio St.3d 611, 613, 635 N.E.2d 310 (1994).
But the court retains discretion to reject interrogatories that are inappropriate in form
or content. Id. “A court may reject a proposed interrogatory that is ambiguous,
confusing, redundant, or otherwise legally objectionable.” Id. citing, Ramage v. Cent.
Ohio Emergency Serv., Inc., 64 Ohio St.3d 97, 592 N.E.2d 828 (1992), paragraph
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three of the syllabus.
{¶45} Interrogatory 1 asked whether Linert proved “by preponderance of the
evidence that, when the 2005 Crown Victoria Police Interceptor left Ford’s control,
there was a practical and technically feasible alternative design for the fuel tank
location that would have prevented his injuries?” The jury found he did not. And
R.C. 2307.75(F) provides:
A product is not defective in design or formulation if, at the time the
product left the control of its manufacturer, a practical and technically
feasible alternative design or formulation was not available that would
have prevented the harm for which the claimant seeks to recover
compensatory damages without substantially impairing the usefulness
or intended purpose of the product.
Interrogatory 1 tracks the language of the statute and, therefore, is a correct
statement of the law.
{¶46} Furthermore, the trial court did not abuse its discretion in submitting
Interrogatory 1 to the jury. Interrogatory 1 presented a clear question going to one of
the elements of appellants’ design defect claim and asked the jury whether
appellants met that element.
{¶47} Therefore, appellants’ fifth issue under their first assignment of error
lacks merit.
{¶48} Sixth, appellants argue that Instruction 29 erroneously required the jury
to evaluate whether Linert would have acted in the same manner had Ford given a
proper warning when, under the law, it is presumed that a proper warning would have
been read and heeded.
{¶49} Instruction 29 stated in part:
In determining whether an inadequate instruction proximately caused
Mr. Linert’s injuries, you should consider whether Mr. Linert would have
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acted in the same manner had a proper instruction been given. If he
would have acted in the same manner in light of a proper instruction,
the inadequate instruction cannot be said to be a proximate cause of
his injuries.
(Tr. 2632-2633).
{¶50} Appellants argue that under Ohio law there is a presumption that an
adequate warning will be heeded. Citing, McConnell v. Cosco, Inc., 238 F.Supp.2d
970, 978 (S.D.Ohio 2003); Hisrich v. Volvo, 226 F.3d 445, 451 (6th Cir.2000).
{¶51} In this case, Interrogatory 6 asked: “Has Plaintiff, Ross J. Linert proven
by a preponderance of the evidence that the Defendant, Ford’s product was defective
for failure to warn or failure to adequately warn?” The jury answered, “no.”
{¶52} Thus, whether the trial court’s instruction regarding whether Linert
would have acted in the same manner had Ford given a proper warning was
erroneous or is not relevant here. The jury never reached this issue because it found
appellants did not prove that Ford failed to warn in this case.
{¶53} Therefore, appellants’ sixth issue under their first assignment of error
lacks merit.
{¶54} Seventh, appellants argue the jury instructions failed to properly instruct
on proximate cause by suggesting there could only be one proximate cause of injury,
by repeatedly using the undefined term “direct cause,” and by emphasizing proximate
cause through needless repetition.
{¶55} Instruction 26 required the jury to find, as the third element of
appellants’ manufacturing defect claim, “that the defect was the direct and proximate
cause of Mr. Linert’s injuries.” (Tr. 2627; Emphasis added.)
{¶56} Appellants assert that by suggesting to the jury that Ford had to be the
only proximate cause of Linert’s injuries, Instruction 26 made it impossible for the jury
to find in appellants’ favor on its manufacturing defect claim. This is because the
case involved not only an allegedly defective product, but also a drunk driver
travelling at a high rate of speed who crashed into Linert. Thus, appellants claim the
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instruction should have been worded so that the jury understood there could be more
than one proximate cause.
{¶57} Additionally, appellants claim the trial court should not have used the
word “direct” cause. They point out that the court did not define the term “direct” and
it left the jury with the impression that they had to find that a defect with the CVPI was
both the direct cause and the proximate cause of Linert’s injuries, which is not
required by R.C. 2307.73, et seq.
{¶58} And appellants assert the trial court singled out proximate cause by
repeating this element as to each claim instead of instructing on it once and then
telling the jury that it applied to each claim.
{¶59} The jury never reached the issue of proximate cause. So, once again,
appellants cannot show prejudice resulting from the instructions on proximate cause.
In Interrogatory 1, the jury found that appellants did not prove by a preponderance of
the evidence that when the CVPI left Ford’s control there was a practical and
technically feasible alternative design for the fuel tank location that would have
prevented Linert’s injuries. In Interrogatory 4, the jury found appellants did not prove
by a preponderance of the evidence that Ford’s product was defective in
manufacture. And in Interrogatory 6, the jury found appellants did not prove by a
preponderance of the evidence that Ford’s product was defective for failure to warn
or failure to adequately warn. Given these findings, the jury never moved on to the
proximate cause question.
{¶60} Therefore, appellants’ seventh issue under their first assignment of
error lacks merit.
{¶61} Eighth and finally, appellants argue the jury instructions unnecessarily
emphasized their burden of proof by repeating “preponderance of the evidence” 22
times in 71 pages of instructions. They claim material prejudice as a result.
{¶62} This case dealt with many complex issues and several different claims.
The court explained the elements of the claims. It instructed the jury numerous times
regarding preponderance of the evidence. But this was a correct statement of the
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law.

The court never used the phrase incorrectly nor did it ever indicate that

appellants’ burden of proof was anything else. Nothing in the court’s instructions
implies that appellants’ burden of proof was greater than proof by a preponderance of
the evidence.
{¶63} Moreover, appellants seem to argue that using the “preponderance of
the evidence” phrase 22 times was prejudicial. But the court used this phrase seven
out of those 22 times simply in defining what it meant in less than two pages of
instructions. (Tr. 2603-2604). Thus, the court used the phrase just 15 other times in
69 pages of instructions. This was not unreasonable or prejudicial given the length of
the instructions.
{¶64} Therefore, appellants’ eighth issue under their first assignment of error
lacks merit.
{¶65} In sum, appellants’ second issue for review, dealing with the trial court’s
failure to give a jury instruction on post-marketing failure to warn, has merit.
Therefore, appellants’ first assignment of error has merit as it pertains to that issue.
{¶66} Appellants’ second assignment of error states:
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN INCLUDING AND EXCLUDING
CERTAIN EVIDENCE AT TRIAL TO THE PREJUDICE OF THE
PLAINTIFFS.
{¶67} In this assignment of error, appellants take issue with three evidentiary
rulings.
{¶68} The decision to admit or exclude evidence rests in the trial court's
sound discretion and we will not reverse its decision absent an abuse of that
discretion. Wightman v. Consolidated Rail Corp., 86 Ohio St.3d 431, 437, 715 N.E.2d
546 (1999).
{¶69} “Relevant evidence” is evidence that has a tendency to make the
existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determination of the action more
or less probable than it would be without the evidence. Evid.R. 401. Generally, all
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relevant evidence is admissible. Evid.R. 402.
{¶70} First, appellants argue the trial court erred in overruling their objection
to the admission of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA),
Office of Defects (ODI) report. (D.Ex. 154).
{¶71} The NHTSA report detailed an investigation into “fuel leaks following
rear impact crashes in MY [model year] 1992-2001 Ford Crown Victoria, Lincoln
Town Car and Mercury Marquis vehicles.” The investigation was opened “following
reports from several law enforcement organizations regarding the potential for fuel
leaks and fires in Crown Victoria Police Interceptor (CVPI) following rear impact
crashes” and in response to a technical service bulletin issued by Ford. The report
made several findings: (1) the subject vehicles met the federal motor vehicle safety
standard for fuel system integrity; (2) almost all of the post-crash fuel leaks occurred
in very high-speed incidents with crash energies far exceeding those generated by
the safety standard test; (3) no single factor contributed to the post-crash fuel leaks in
the CVPIs; and (4) there have been numerous high-energy rear crashes in CVPIs
with little or no fuel loss. Based on these findings, the report indicated that the ODI
closed the investigation but would continue to monitor the vehicles’ performance.
{¶72} Appellants assert the report did not reference the 2005 CVPI and,
therefore, it was irrelevant. They further contend the NHTSA ODI investigation was
irrelevant because NHTSA’s decision to close the CVPI investigation is not a
governmental finding that the CVPI is not defective. Because the report is not a
finding of "no defect," appellants contend it was not proper impeachment material
because it did not contradict anything the witness had said. By admitting the report,
appellants argue, the court invited the jury to believe that a government agency had
determined the CVPI to be safe when it had not.
{¶73} The NHTSA report was not admitted into evidence but was used by
Ford’s counsel to cross examine appellants’ expert, Mark Arndt, an engineer who
specializes in the investigation of motor vehicle crashes. (Tr. 1454-1471).
{¶74} On direct examination, Arndt testified that part of the foundation for his
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opinions in this case was based on his review of rear impact crashes of the CVPI,
including crashes that occurred in the mid-1990’s and later. (Tr. 1403-1404). He
opined that in 50-mph crash tests the fuel tank would start to get damaged and
pushed forward. (Tr. 1405). And in 75-mph crash tests the fuel tank gets crushed
from the front and the back due to its location in the primary crush zone. (Tr. 1405).
Additionally, Arndt presented a database he compiled of incidents involving Ford
vehicles with vertical behind-the-axle tanks involved in rear impact collisions where
there was either fuel leakage or a fire. (Tr. 1423-1427; P.Ex. 681). Arndt’s database
included vehicles from 1980 through 2005. (P.Ex. 681).
{¶75} Based on Arndt’s direct testimony, he opened the door for Ford to cross
examine him using a report studying model years 1992 to 2001. These model years
were reviewed by Arndt and helped to form the basis of his expert opinion. These
model years were also admitted into evidence and presented to the jury in the form of
Arndt’s database of similar incidents. Thus, appellants opened the door to using
information regarding model years other than 2005.
{¶76} Additionally, there was no testimony or suggestion that the NHTSA
report was a governmental finding of “no defect.” Arndt simply agreed that the report
stated that based on its findings, ODI closed the investigation but would continue to
monitor the performance of the vehicles. (Tr. 1471). The words “no defect” were
never used.
{¶77} Thus, the trial court did not abuse its discretion in allowing Ford to cross
examine Arndt using the NHTSA ODI report.
{¶78} Second, appellants contend the trial court improperly excluded a March
4, 2002 letter from Arizona Attorney General Janet Napolitano to Ford’s president
and CEO, expressing her concern regarding the safety of CVPIs for use by Arizona
law enforcement officers. (P.Ex. 707). The letter requested, in part, that Ford initiate
a series of 75-mph crash tests to determine the CVPI’s performance under real world
law enforcement conditions. (P.Ex. 707).
{¶79} Appellants state they offered the letter to show that Ford knew about
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Arizona’s complaints about the CVPI’s rear collision fires and to shed light on Ford’s
“true reason” for adopting the 75-mph crash testing.
{¶80} Appellants sought to introduce the letter in order to show Ford had
notice that roadways have speed limits of up to 75 mph, that it should be anticipated
that impacts at 75 mph will occur, and that the CVPIs should not catch fire. (Tr. 64).
They argued the letter proved Ford was put on notice that these circumstances were
foreseeable. (Tr. 71). In response, Ford argued the letter was hearsay and was
drafted by a plaintiff’s lawyer.
{¶81} In excluding the letter, the court inquired of appellants’ counsel why
they needed Janet Napolitano to put Ford on notice that vehicles travel at 75 mph
and that accidents occur at this speed. (Tr. 71). It pointed out that this should be
known by “the man on the street.” (Tr. 71).
{¶82} The trial court acted within its discretion in excluding the letter. The
court thought the reason put forth by appellants as to why they wanted to introduce
the letter was common knowledge.
{¶83} Additionally, as Ford points out, appellants put forth evidence that Ford
adopted the 75-mph crash test. (Tr. 1636-1641). And the reason Ford selected 75
mph was because it focused on the situation where a police cruiser is pulled over to
the side of a highway and those vehicles on the highway are typically travelling at 70
to 75 mph. (Tr. 1638). Additionally, there was testimony that the state of Arizona
had been critical of Ford police cars and Napolitano had invited Ford to work in a
collaborative effort to come up with some solutions regarding fuel system integrity.
(Tr. 1646-1647). Thus, appellants were able to present most of the same information
to the jury that they had hoped to do with Napolitano’s letter.
{¶84} Thus, the trial court did not abuse its discretion in excluding
Napolitano’s letter.
{¶85} Third, appellants contend the trial court improperly excluded evidence
that, subsequent to the sale of the subject CVPI, Ford offered a fire suppression
system on the CVPIs. They claim this was evidence Ford was aware of the risk of
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fire and was taking action to reduce the risk on future CVPIs but ignored its postmarketing duty to warn those like Linert who were already driving a CVPI.
{¶86} Appellants sought to introduce testimony through the deposition of
Richard Cupka, Jr., the former leader of the CVPI Technical Task Force, that Ford
designed and put in place a fire suppression system on CVPIs, which it started to
design before Linert’s accident and which became available after Linert’s accident.
They wanted to introduce this testimony for two purposes: (1) to show the 2005
CVPI was defectively designed because it did not include a fire suppression system;
and (2) to show Ford knew of the risk of fire in the CVPIs. (Tr. 1628-1629). The
court excluded this testimony because appellants could not provide any expert
testimony as to proximate cause, i.e., if a fire suppression system would have been in
Linert’s CVPI, it would have prevented the fire and his injuries. (Tr. 1632).
{¶87} Appellants admitted they did not have an expert who would testify that if
Linert’s CVPI had contained a fire suppression system, his injuries would have been
prevented. (Tr. 93, 95, 1630-1631).
{¶88} The trial court may have had a reasonable basis on which it excluded
appellants’ testimony on the fire suppression system. If appellants could not offer
any proof that a fire suppression system would have prevented Linert’s injuries, then
testimony regarding a fire suppression system would be irrelevant. Evidence that is
not relevant is not admissible. Evid.R. 402.
{¶89} But the trial court failed to consider the other purpose for which
appellants offered the evidence of the fire suppression system, which was to show
that Ford had notice of a potential fire risk in the CVPI. This knowledge was an
element of appellants’ failure to warn claim and post-marketing warning claims. To
prevail on either of those claims, appellants had to prove that Ford knew or should
have known about a risk that associated with the CVPI that allegedly caused Linert’s
burn injuries. R.C. 2307.67(A).
{¶90} Cupka stated in his deposition that the Technical Task Force was
formed in 2002. (Cupka dep. 10-11). He stated the Technical Task Force developed
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the fire suppression system “as an additional safety measure in the event of a highspeed high-energy rear crash” to reduce the likelihood of injury to police officers.
(Cupka dep. 10, 16). Cupka also stated they were performing crash tests on the fire
suppression system in 2004. (Cupka dep. 46-47).
{¶91} Evidence of Ford’s pursuit of the fire suppression system as early as
2002, was relevant to appellants’ failure to warn claims. As appellants assert, this
evidence could demonstrate that Ford was cognizant of the risk of fires in highspeed, high-energy, rear-impact crashes.

This evidence was relevant for this

purpose. Relevant evidence is generally admissible. Evid.R. 402.
{¶92} Because the fire suppression evidence was relevant and because it
went directly to one of the elements appellants had to prove, the trial court abused its
discretion in excluding this evidence.
{¶93} Based on the above discussion, appellants’ second assignment of error
has merit as it relates to evidence of the fire suppression system.
{¶94} Appellants’ third assignment of error states:
THE JURY’S VERDICT IS AGAINST THE MANIFEST WEIGHT
OF THE EVIDENCE AS TO PLAINTIFFS’ MANUFACTURING
DEFECT CLAIM AND ITS INADEQUATE WARNING CLAIM.
{¶95} Appellants argue here that the jury’s verdict was against the manifest
weight of the evidence as to its manufacturing defect claim and its inadequate
warning claim. They do not assert that the jury’s verdict in favor of Ford on their
design defect claim was against the weight of the evidence.
{¶96} Judgments supported by some competent, credible evidence going to
all the material elements of the case must not be reversed, as being against the
manifest weight of the evidence. C.E. Morris Co. v. Foley Constr. Co., 54 Ohio St.2d
279, 376 N.E.2d 578 (1978), syllabus. See, also, Gerijo, Inc. v. Fairfield, 70 Ohio
St.3d 223, 226, 638 N.E.2d 533 (1994).

Reviewing courts must oblige every

reasonable presumption in favor of the lower court's judgment and finding of facts.
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Gerijo, 70 Ohio St.3d at 226, 638 N.E.2d 533, (citing Seasons Coal Co., Inc. v.
Cleveland, 10 Ohio St.3d 77 [1984]). In the event the evidence is susceptible to more
than one interpretation, we must construe it consistently with the lower court's
judgment. Id. In addition, the weight to be given the evidence and the credibility of
the witnesses are primarily for the trier of the facts. Kalain v. Smith, 25 Ohio St.3d
157, 162, 495 N.E.2d 572 (1986).
{¶97} As to the manufacturing defect claim, appellants contend there was no
legitimate factual dispute that the crimp overlap at issue degraded and changed over
time, specifically they assert the crimp overlap in Linert’s CVPI had much less
overlap than Ford originally planned.

For support, appellants point to Ford’s

Engineering Specifications (P.Ex. 111) and to their experts’ testimony that tanks
manufactured during the timeframe of Linert’s CVPI had significantly less overlap
than the Engineering Specifications called for.
{¶98} Additionally, appellants assert that it was clear from the accident that
the fuel tank in Linert’s CVPI deviated from the performance standards applicable to
the vehicle (even though the trial court declined to give a jury instruction on this
issue). Appellants point to repeated testimony about the 75-mph crash test. And
they note that the closing speed in the accident here did not exceed 75 mph.
Appellants argue that if Linert’s CVPI had not deviated from the 75-mph performance
standard, he would not have suffered the burns that he did.
{¶99} In order to prove their manufacturing defect claim, appellants had to
prove that (1) the CVPI was defective in manufacture, (2) the defect was the
proximate cause of the harm for which they sought to recover compensatory
damages, and (3) Ford “designed, formulated, produced, constructed, created,
assembled, or rebuilt” the CVPI that was the cause of Linert’s harm.
2307.73(A). Pursuant to R.C. 2307.74:
A product is defective in manufacture or construction if, when it left the
control of its manufacturer, it deviated in a material way from the design
specifications, formula, or performance standards of the manufacturer,

R.C.
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or from otherwise identical units manufactured to the same design
specifications, formula, or performance standards. A product may be
defective in manufacture or construction as described in this section
even though its manufacturer exercised all possible care in its
manufacture or construction.
{¶100} We must examine the evidence in order to determine whether the
jury’s verdict was supported by competent, credible evidence.
{¶101} Appellants’ first argument as to the manufacturing defect claim is that
the evidence was clear that Linert’s fuel tank did not meet Ford’s specification set out
in Plaintiff’s Exhibit 111.
{¶102} Plaintiff’s Exhibit 111 is a document produced by Ford titled
“Engineering Specification” (Specification) for the fuel tank and sender attachment in
the 2005 CVPI. The Specification requires that the unit is assembled so that the (1)
entire perimeter is crimped and (2) the crimp does “not exceed boss height.” The
Specification does not include a dimensional requirement for the crimp overlap.
{¶103} Ford design analysis engineer, Jon Olson, testified that there is no
specific dimensional requirement for the crimp.

(Tr. 2174).

He stated the

Specification requires that the crimp not exceed the boss height. (Tr. 2176). And he
stated the other requirement is that the crimp must be around the entire perimeter.
(Tr. 2174).

Olson stated that on May 2, 2005, the day Linert’s tank was

manufactured, the manufacturing process that included daily checks and end-of-theline tests was in place.

(Tr. 2199-2200).

He testified that the tanks that left

production that day met Ford’s dimensional and tolerance requirements and
specifications. (Tr. 2200).
{¶104} Appellants’ accident reconstruction expert, Dr. Allen Eberhardt,
testified that because the drawing on the Specification did not include dimensions, he
used the drawing to calculate the minimum crimp overlap.

(Tr. 888-890).

Dr.

Eberhardt testified that, according to his calculations, the Specification required at
least a 4.5 millimeter overlap. (Tr. 899-890).
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{¶105} Another of appellants’ experts, mechanical engineer Gary Johnson,
testified that when a drawing does not give a specific value, an engineer uses known
dimensions to calculate the value he or she is looking for.

(Tr. 710).

Johnson

examined the Ford drawing that did not contain a value for the crimp overlap. (Tr.
707-710; P.Ex. 642). In making the calculation in this case, Johnson determined that
the crimp overlap on Ford’s drawing was 4.3 millimeters. (Tr. 711).
{¶106} Ford points out that both Dr. Eberhardt and Johnson conceded that
the Specification did not contain a dimensional requirement for the crimp overlap.
(Tr. 926, 709). Additionally, Olson disagreed with Dr. Eberhardt’s calculations, noting
that “scaling” the drawing was in violation of Ford’s drafting and design standard. (Tr.
1707, 1710-1711).
{¶107} Appellants also presented evidence that other tanks manufactured
during the same time frame as Linert’s CVPI had much less crimp overlap. Linert’s
tank was manufactured on May 2, 2005. (Tr. 871). Aaron Barklage, an engineer
specializing in failure analysis, performed x-rays of various fuel tanks in order to
measure the crimp overlap on the sender units. The tanks that Barklage x-rayed and
measured could be broken into three categories.
{¶108} First, the tanks manufactured before 2005, had the following crimp
overlaps: 1998 tank (2.74 mm); 1998 tank (2.85 mm); 1998 tank (2.35 mm); and
2004 tank (2.56 mm). (Tr. 558-560). Thus, the crimp overlap on the pre-2005 tanks
examined by Barklage exceeded 2 millimeters but was less than 3 millimeters.
{¶109} Second, the tanks manufactured in 2005, the same year as Linert’s
tank, had the following crimp overlaps: 1.94 mm, 1.61 mm, 1.52 mm, 1.40 mm, 1.58
mm, 1.40 mm, 1.72 mm, 1.73 mm, 1.35 mm, 1.45 mm, 1.35 mm, and 1.26 mm. (Tr.
560-566).

Thus, the crimp overlap on the 2005 tanks examined by Barklage

exceeded 1 millimeter but was less than 2 millimeters. The 2005 tanks examined by
Barklage were all manufactured between February and June 2005. (Tr. 560-566).
{¶110} Finally, the tanks manufactured in 2007 and 2008, had the following
crimp overlaps: 2007 tank (4.45 mm); 2008 tank (3.76 mm); and 2008 tank (3.79
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mm). (Tr. 566-567). Thus, the crimp overlap on the 2007-2008 tanks examined by
Barklage exceeded 3.5 millimeters.
{¶111} On cross examination, Barklage stated he could not tell the jury how
an additional length of crimp would correlate to what a fuel tank would do under
pressure in an accident. (Tr. 598).
{¶112} Appellants

also

put

forth

evidence

regarding

Ford’s

“Crimp

Improvement Project.” Steven Haskell, a Ford manufacturing engineer on the fuel
tank assembly line, testified that the Crimp Improvement Project was undertaken
during 2007, in an effort to improve the crimp at the sender opening. (Tr. 653-656).
The project was aimed to “refurbish the crimp tooling to provide a robust crimp.” (Tr.
659). Haskell stated that ultimately Ford was able to get more metal folded over the
top of the sender ring, approximately 1 to 1.5 millimeters. (Tr. 662-663). Haskell
believed that before the Crimp Improvement Project the crimp overlap was around 3
millimeters. (Tr. 662). However, he stated that this measurement was not “specced”
on the print.

(Tr. 663).

Haskell opined that increasing the crimp made it more

“crashworthy.” (Tr. 665).
{¶113} The focus of appellants’ claim here is that Linert’s tank did not meet
Ford’s design specification, which they claim to be that the crimp overlap was
required to be 4.5 millimeters. The problem with this argument, however, is that it
fails to take into consideration the testimony to the contrary. Ford’s Specification
does not include a dimension for the crimp overlap. Appellants’ experts admitted
this. And while appellants’ experts claimed to have calculated that the Specification
required a crimp overlap of 4.3 to 4.5 millimeters, Olson testified that coming up with
such a dimension when one is not provided on the specification is against Ford
policy. Olson stated, and the Specification demonstrated, that Ford did not provide a
dimensional specification for the crimp overlap, it only provided that the crimp must
go around the entire perimeter and it must not exceed boss height.
{¶114} Additionally, the evidence of the various crimp measurements put forth
by Barklage was a very small sampling. Only four tanks were examined from the
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years 1998 to 2004. And only three tanks were examined from the years 2007 to
2008. Twelve tanks were examined from 2005. It would be difficult for the jury to
draw broad conclusions or make any comparison between the 2005 tanks and the
other tanks based on this limited sampling.
{¶115} In order to prove a manufacturing defect, appellants had to prove that
when Linert’s CVPI left Ford’s control, it deviated in a material way from the design
specifications. Because there was competent, credible evidence that the fuel tank
did not deviate from the design specifications, the jury’s verdict was not against the
manifest weight of the evidence in this regard.
{¶116} Appellants’ second argument as to the manufacturing defect claim is
that the evidence demonstrated Linert’s CVPI deviated from the performance
standards applicable to the vehicle, specifically the 75-mph crash test, although they
note that the trial court refused to give the jury an instruction to this effect.
{¶117} Appellants’ accident reconstruction expert, Ronald Kirk, testified that
the closing speed at the time of impact was approximately 70 to 75 mph. (Tr. 804).
He reached this number based on his calculations that Linert was travelling at
approximately 30 to 35 mph and Foutz was travelling at approximately 100 to 110
mph at the time of impact. (Tr. 804).
{¶118} As discussed in appellants’ first assignment of error, Richard Cupka
testified that Ford designed and tested the 2005 CVPI to withstand a 75 mph crash
with a rear offset of 50 percent to the left by a 3,400-pound midsized vehicle with no
punctures to the fuel tank and with no gas leakage. (Tr. 1640-1641). A 50 percent
offset crash is where the right-hand fender would hit at about the middle of the trunk.
(Tr. 1642). Cupka opined that any deformation to the fuel tank would be more severe
in an offset crash as opposed to an inline crash, where both vehicles were perfectly
lined up. (Tr. 1642).
{¶119} Ford’s expert, accident reconstruction engineer Steven Fenton, opined
that Linert’s accident did not occur under the same circumstances as the
aforementioned crash test. He noted, importantly, that Linert’s CVPI was not stopped
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at the time of collision; it was travelling at approximately 35 mph.

(Tr. 2040).

Additionally, he noted that Foutz’s Cadillac weighed significantly more than the
3,400-pound midsize vehicle used in the crash test; the Cadillac weighed
approximately 4,100 pounds. (Tr. 2042).
{¶120} Additionally, Kirk testified that the offset in the Linert crash was offset
roughly six inches to the right, so it was almost a 100 percent overlap, as opposed to
the crash test’s 50 percent overlap. (Tr. 786).
{¶121} Given the significant differences between Ford’s crash test conditions
and the conditions of the Linert/Foutz crash, it is a reasonable conclusion that Linert’s
CVPI did not deviate from Ford’s performance standards because Ford did not have
a standard in place for a crash involving one car traveling at 35 mph and the other
car, weighing over 4,000 pounds, travelling at over 100 mph with a nearly 100
percent overlap.
{¶122} Moreover, because the trial court did not instruct the jury on this
specific claim, as discussed in appellants’ first assignment of error, the jury’s verdict
could not have been against the manifest weight of the evidence because it never
reached this issue.
{¶123} As to the inadequate warning claim, appellants assert that they
presented “a mountain” of evidence showing that Ford knew that the location of the
fuel tank was a problem in the CVPI and Ford’s corporate representative admitted
that he did not understand the only warning ever given. Appellants point to the
testimony regarding the history of the fuel tank in Ford vehicles. They further point to
testimony that every new platform vehicle built by Ford since 1981 has located the
fuel tank forward of the rear axle except for the CVPI. And the 2005 CVPI was the
only police vehicle produced by any manufacturer that has a vertical behind-the-axle
fuel tank location and the only Ford vehicle manufactured at the time with a behindthe-axle fuel tank.
{¶124} Additionally, appellants point out that after the sale of Linert’s CVPI,
Ford continued to acquire knowledge of the fire risk. They point to evidence of the
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Crimp Improvement Project, which appellants claim was undertaken by Ford to
improve the precise manufacturing defect they claimed.

This evidence goes to

appellants’ claim on post-sale failure to warn, which the trial court refused to instruct
the jury on.
{¶125} According to R.C. 2307.76(A)(1), in order to prove that the CVPI was
defective due to inadequate warning at the time of marketing, appellants had to
prove:
(a) The manufacturer knew or, in the exercise of reasonable
care, should have known about a risk that is associated with the
product and that allegedly caused harm for which the claimant seeks to
recover compensatory damages;
(b) The manufacturer failed to provide the warning or instruction
that a manufacturer exercising reasonable care would have provided
concerning that risk, in light of the likelihood that the product would
cause harm of the type for which the claimant seeks to recover
compensatory damages and in light of the likely seriousness of that
harm.
{¶126} According to R.C. 2307.76(A)(2), in order to prove that the CVPI was
defective due to inadequate post-marketing warning appellants had to prove the
same elements except that instead of proving that Ford failed to provide the warning,
they had to prove that Ford failed to provide the post-marketing warning that a
manufacturer exercising reasonable care would have provided concerning the risk.
{¶127} In support of their claim for inadequate warning at the time of
marketing, appellants point to the following evidence.
{¶128} Michael Harrigan, Sr., a Ford fuel systems technical specialist,
testified that over the years there have been observations that the potential loss of
integrity of the fuel system could be improved by moving the tank from one place to
another in the vehicle. (Tr. 1690-1691). Jack Ridenour, a retired Ford automotive
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engineer, acknowledged a Ford document stating that by 1989, Ford’s preferred
practice was to locate fuel tanks forward of the axle in the “midship” location. (Tr.
2398-2399; P.Ex. 706). Ridenour further stated that in the United State, on every
new platform at Ford the fuel tank has been placed forward of the axle. (Tr. 2401).
Ridenour testified that as of 2005, the CVPI was the only vehicle manufactured for
police use with a vertical, behind-the-axle fuel tank location. (Tr. 2403-2404). This
was despite the fact that Ford was aware police vehicles are a thousand times more
likely to be involved in a high-speed, rear-impact crash. (Tr. 1639).
{¶129} Ford, however, points to the following evidence in support of the jury’s
verdict in its favor on appellants’ inadequate warning at the time of marketing claim.
{¶130} Appellants’ expert crash investigator, Arndt, testified that the risk of
rear-end, post-collision fire for police vehicles is rare. (Tr. 1437). Arndt also agreed
that there is no fuel system that will guarantee no leaks will occur in a high-speed,
rear impact; no car has a leak-proof or fire-proof fuel system; you cannot design a
fuel system to survive every crash or eliminate all risks; no matter how solid the
design, there will be accidents where the fuel system is punctured or compromised; a
puncture or compromise does not mean the fuel system is defective; a fire that
results from such a compromise does not mean the fuel system is defective; and
there is a risk and possibility that exists with all vehicles, regardless of where the fuel
tank is located, for post-collision fire. (Tr. 1437-1440).
{¶131} Additionally, Ridenour testified regarding the heavy-duty, commercialuse type of frame surrounding and protecting the CVPI’s fuel tank. (Tr. 2279-2286,
2292). Ridenour also testified that Linert’s CVPI met Ford’s 75-mph crash test with a
50 percent rear offset to the right. (Tr. 2297-2299). The 75-mph crash test was
implemented by Ford when taking into consideration that police vehicles often stop
on the right side of the shoulder of a high-speed road. (Tr. 2297-2299). Ridenour
stated that Ford was the only manufacturer of police vehicles to implement this 75mph crash test. (Tr. 2299-2300). In fact, he stated that when the Chevrolet Impala
and Dodge Magnum, both with forward-of-the-axle fuel tanks, were submitted to
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Ford’s 75-mph crash test they failed. (Tr. 2301-2305).
{¶132} Ford presented competent, credible evidence to support the jury’s
finding on appellants’ inadequate warning at the time of marketing claim.

Ford

presented evidence that there was no danger to warn regarding the placement of the
fuel tank in the CVPI because the location of the fuel tank was not a danger that
required warning about. And it presented evidence that the CVPI’s fuel tank passed
Ford’s 75-mph crash test when other police vehicles’ tanks failed the test. Thus, the
jury’s verdict was not against the manifest weigh of the evidence on this claim.
{¶133} In support of their claim for post-sale inadequate warning, appellants
point to the following evidence.
{¶134} Olson testified regarding the Crimp Improvement Project. He stated
his involvement began in 2007, when he notified others at Ford of some “real-world”
incidents and showed them a few photographs of sender units that had dislodged.
(Tr. 2254-2255).

This initiated the Crimp Improvement Project.

(Tr. 2255).

Appellants point out that Ford initiated the Crimp Improvement Project after Linert’s
CVPI was manufactured but prior to Linert’s accident. Olson stated that Ford never
sent out any type of warning or notification about the crimp or sender unit during the
time period of 2005 to 2007. (Tr. 2261-2262).
{¶135} As discussed above, the trial court did not instruct the jury on a postsale failure to warn claim. Therefore, the jury did not reach a verdict on this claim. It
then follows that the jury’s verdict cannot be against the manifest weight of the
evidence on this claim.
{¶136} In sum, the jury’s verdict is supported by some competent, credible
evidence. This was a highly complicated, technical case in which the jury heard
substantial evidence supporting each side’s position.

When the evidence is

susceptible to more than one interpretation, we must construe it consistently with the
jury’s verdict. Thus, in this case, we cannot conclude that the jury’s verdict was
against the manifest weight of the evidence.
{¶137} Accordingly, appellants’ third assignment of error is without merit.
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{¶138} Appellants’ fourth assignment of error states:
THE

TRIAL

COURT

ERRED

IN

FAILING

TO

ALLOW

PLAINTIFFS TO AMEND THEIR COMPLAINT.
{¶139} Here appellants assert the trial court should have allowed them to file
their Second Amended Complaint. They claim that by not allowing them to amend
their complaint the trial court forced them to assert damages they no longer believed
the evidence supported. Appellants assert that after discovery was concluded, they
believed the evidence demonstrated that Foutz’s negligence only caused Linert’s soft
tissue damage and possibly a broken rib and that the fire was a result of vehicle
defect.

They claim their Second Amended Complaint would have tailored the

allegations against Ford to the defects shown by the expert testimony.
{¶140} A party may amend its pleading at any time with the written consent of
the adverse party or by leave of court. Civ.R. 15(A). “Leave of court shall be freely
given when justice so requires.” Civ.R. 15(A).
{¶141} Civ.R. 15 allows for the liberal amendment of pleadings.

West v.

Devendra, 7th Dist. No. 11 BE 35, 2012-Ohio-6092, ¶49. Nonetheless, a trial court
should overrule a motion to amend if there is a showing of bad faith, undue delay, or
undue prejudice to the opposing party. Turner v. Cent. Local School Dist., 85 Ohio
St.3d 95, 99, 706 N.E.2d 1261 (1999), citing Hoover v. Sumlin, 12 Ohio St.3d 1, 6,
465 N.E.2d 377 (1984), at paragraph two of syllabus. The decision of whether to
grant a motion for leave to amend a pleading is within the trial court’s discretion. Id.
{¶142} In this case appellants sought to amend their complaint as to what
damages were caused by which defendant. Specifically, appellants sought to amend
their complaint to allege that Foutz was responsible only for Linert’s soft tissue
injuries and a broken rib and not for Linert’s burn injuries. They asserted that after
discovery was completed, they believed the evidence demonstrated Foutz was
responsible for Linert’s soft tissue injuries and broken rib and Ford was responsible
for Linert’s burn injuries because the fire was a result of a defective vehicle.
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{¶143} Ford opposed the amendment arguing that appellants sought to
change their proximate cause theories against it and Foutz by attempting to relieve
Foutz of liability for Linert’s burn injuries.
{¶144} The trial court denied appellants’ motion to amend their complaint
stating only that, “[n]either party may read from complaints.”
{¶145} The trial court did not abuse its discretion in overruling appellants’ lastminute motion for leave to file their Second Amended Complaint. Appellants filed
their initial complaint in this case on September 5, 2008, and their Amended
Complaint on October 15, 2008.

They did not seek leave to file the Second

Amended Complaint until two-and-a-half years later. When they asked for leave, the
trial was just over one month away and the trial date had been set for over one year.
Moreover, by that time, Ford had already filed its motions for summary judgment,
which the court decided a week after appellants’ motion for leave.
{¶146} Other courts have found similarly late-filed motions to amend to be
untimely and prejudicial.

For instance in Turner, 85 Ohio St.3d at 99, the Ohio

Supreme Court found a motion to amend filed after a trial date was set and two years
and ten months after the litigation had commenced to be prejudicial and untimely. In
Robinson v. Omega Labs, Inc., 5th Dist. No. 2006CA00178, 2007-Ohio-2482, ¶25,
the court found a motion for leave to amend filed two months before trial and after the
defendant had moved for summary judgment was untimely, showed undue delay,
and would cause undue prejudice. And in Suriano v. NAACP, 7th Dist. No. 05 JE 30,
2006-Ohio-6131, ¶86, this court found the trial court did not abuse its discretion in
disallowing leave to amend 19 months after the complaint had been filed, a summary
judgment hearing had already been held, and the request was based on redacted
comments in a deposition transcript that the appellee had in her possession for six
months.
{¶147} Furthermore, appellants were not prejudiced at trial by not having filed
their Second Amended Complaint. In its judgment entry denying leave to amend, the
trial court stated that the parties would not be permitted to read from their complaints.
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And appellants presented their theory throughout the trial that Ford was solely
responsible for Linert’s burn injuries. In sum, during closing arguments, appellants’
counsel told the jury:
Now, Ford wants to make this case all about Adrien Foutz. I want to
get that off the table real quick. Your Honor will instruct you at the end.
This case is about cause and proximate cause. There’s cause and
then there’s legal proximate cause. When we talk about Adrien Foutz,
it’s important to know that we are not asking for damages from the
collision itself. For the rib injuries, that’s not about Adrien Foutz. This is
about Ford Motor Company and burn injuries that were caused by their
negligence.

Ford is not responsible for those damages, that’s a

separate issue and that’s not what we are here about.
(Tr. 2456-2457).
{¶148} Counsel later told the jury, “At the end of the day, no defect in the
crimp, no sender unit failure, no fire, no injuries, Ross goes home with broken ribs.
And it was all because of this defective vehicle.” (Tr. 2508).
{¶149} Thus, appellants presented their theory to the jury that Ford was the
party responsible for Linert’s burn injuries.
{¶150} In sum, the trial court did not abuse its discretion in denying
appellants’ motion for leave to amend their complaint.
{¶151} Accordingly, appellants’ fourth assignment of error is without merit.
{¶152} Appellants’ fifth assignment of error states:
THE

TRIAL

COURT

ERRED

BY

EXCLUDING

THE

TESTIMONY, IN PARTICULAR THE ADMISSIONS, OF FORD
EMPLOYEE BRYAN GERAGHTY.
{¶153} In this assignment of error, appellants assert the trial court should
have permitted them to read portions of Bryan Geraghty’s deposition to the jury.
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{¶154} Geraghty is one of Ford’s fuel system engineers. (Tr. 1608). The
deposition appellants wanted to read to the jury was not from this case but was from
a 2003 case in Texas. (Tr. 1612). Appellants sought to introduce some background
testimony and the following statement by Geraghty:
[W]e asked him: As a general rule if the impact forces are not
strong enough to injure the person inside the car, the fuel system on
that car should maintain it’s [sic.] integrity?
Answer: I think that’s what I said earlier, something similar to
that. I would agree with that.
(Tr. 1608-1609).
{¶155} The trial court did not allow this testimony because it was from another
case and because appellants’ expert had already testified to the same thing. (Tr.
1611).
{¶156} Appellants argue that the jury should have been able to hear that the
opinion of appellants’ expert was the same as Ford’s design engineer.
{¶157} Pursuant to Civ.R. 32(A)(2):
At the trial * * * any part or all of a deposition, so far as
admissible under the rules of evidence applied as though the witness
were then present and testifying, may be used against any party who
was present or represented at the taking of the deposition or who had
reasonable notice thereof, in accordance with any one of the following
provisions:
***
(2) The deposition of a party or of anyone who at the time of
taking the deposition was an officer, director, or managing agent, or a
person designated under Rule 30(B)(5) or Rule 31(A) to testify on
behalf of a public or private corporation, partnership or association
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which is a party may be used by an adverse party for any purpose.
(Emphasis added.)
{¶158} Appellants sought to read the statements from Geraghty’s deposition
to the jury under Civ.R. 32(A)(2).

They asserted Geraghty’s deposition was

admissible because it was a statement made by a Ford employee. (Tr. 1609, 1613).
However, Geraghty was not one of the types of people listed in Civ.R. 32(A)(2) at the
time his deposition was taken. There is nothing in his deposition excerpt to suggest
that Geraghty was anything more than a Ford employee at the time his deposition
was taken. He provided no testimony that he was an officer, director, or managing
agent of Ford or that he was designated by Ford to testify on its behalf. And there is
no provision in Civ.R. 32(A)(2) that the deposition of an employee of a corporation
may be used against the corporation in another unrelated case. Therefore, the trial
court did not abuse its discretion in excluding Geraghty’s deposition except from
evidence.
{¶159} Accordingly, appellants’ fifth assignment of error is without merit.
{¶160} Appellants’ sixth assignment of error states:
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN PRECLUDING PLAINTIFFS
FROM CROSS EXAMINING FORD’S WITNESS JACK RIDENOUR
REGARDING HIS INVESTIGATION OF MULTIPLE OCCURRENCES
INVOLVING FORD’S PINTO.
{¶161} Jack Ridenour is a Ford retiree who held the position of chief engineer
of vehicle safety. While cross-examining Ridenour, appellants sought to question
him regarding his investigation of fire and explosion accidents involving Ford Pintos,
but the trial court did not allow this line of questioning. (Tr. 2432-2440). Appellants
wanted to present testimony that Ridenour investigated 12 incidents of fire or
explosion with the Ford Pinto and that he never determined any of these incidents to
be due to a defect, yet Ford concluded the Pinto was not up to specifications
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regarding rear impact and fire safety and, therefore, recalled the Pinto. (Tr. 2438).
Appellants were attempting to demonstrate that Ridenour has investigated 700 to
1,200 incidents and he has never found there to be a defective condition. (Tr. 2433).
They asserted that this would demonstrate Ridenour’s bias and hurt his credibility.
(Tr. 2433). The trial court determined that appellants could question Ridenour about
his hundreds of investigations without ever finding a defect, but that they could not
specifically refer to the Pinto. (Tr. 2433, 2439-2440).
{¶162} Appellants now argue this questioning went to Ridenour’s credibility
and bias and was proper impeachment evidence.
{¶163} The decision to exclude evidence was within the trial court’s
discretion. Wightman, 86 Ohio St.3d at 437. The trial court disallowed reference to
the Pinto based on Evid.R. 403(A), which provides relevant evidence “is not
admissible if its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair
prejudice, of confusion of the issues, or of misleading the jury.”
{¶164} Ford argued that by bringing up the Pinto appellants were attempting
to “smear” Ford and Ridenour by implication due to the Pinto’s “horrendous
reputation.” (Tr. 2434-2435). The trial court agreed.
{¶165} The trial court did not abuse its discretion in disallowing reference to
the Pinto. As Ford alluded to, the Pinto has a reputation as a poorly designed vehicle
that had a tendency to catch fire. Hence, reference to the Pinto could likely result in
unfair prejudice in this case. Moreover, the court determined appellants could still
make their point as to Ridenour’s credibility and bias without specific reference to the
Pinto. (Tr. 2433, 2440). And it instructed appellants they could question Ridenour
about the fact that he investigated hundreds of vehicles and never found one to be
unsafe. (Tr. 2439-2440).

Thus, the court still permitted appellants’ general line of

questioning.
{¶166} Accordingly, appellants’ sixth assignment of error is without merit.
{¶167} Appellants’ seventh assignment of error states:
IT WAS ERROR TO ADMIT FORD’S EVIDENCE PURPORTING
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TO SHOW THAT IT PROVIDED A WARNING REGARDING RISK OF
FIRE IN LIGHT OF FORD’S FAILURE TO DISCLOSE ANY SUCH
WARNING DURING DISCOVERY.
{¶168} Appellants contend here that after discovery was complete, during
summary judgment pleading, Ford produced the affidavit of its employee/expert Jon
Olson who concluded that the dashboard warning sticker, part # 5W7A-19C541-BA
must have been included on Linert’s CVPI. They argue it was error to allow Ford to
change its story as to what warning was given so close to trial because they had no
opportunity to allow an expert to evaluate the warning. Thus, appellants contend
Civ.R. 37 required sanctions, specifically the trial court should not have permitted
Ford to introduce this evidence at trial.
{¶169} A trial court has broad discretion to impose sanctions against a party
who violates the discovery rules, and this court will not reverse the trial court's
determination on this issue absent an abuse of discretion. Nakoff v. Fairview Gen.
Hosp., 75 Ohio St.3d 254, 256, 662 N.E.2d 1 (1996).
{¶170} The warning label Olson referred to was a dashboard label that read:
“WARNING:

TO REDUCE THE RISK OF POSSIBLE SERIOUS INJURY OR

DEATH: ALIGN AND MOUNT HARD OR SHARP POLICE EQUIPMENT IN TRUNK
LATERALLY.

FOR DETAILS,

SEE

OWNER GUIDE

SUPPLEMENT

OR

WWW.CVPI.COM.”
{¶171} As Ford contends, appellants’ counsel admitted he was not aware that
Ford had produced the warning label during discovery and agreed to withdraw the
motion for sanctions if the production was confirmed. (Tr. 152-156).
{¶172} In response to appellants’ motion for a new trial, Ford’s attorney, Clay
Guise, attached his affidavit. Atty. Guise averred that after appellants’ counsel told
the court appellants would withdraw their objection if Ford demonstrated that it had
produced the warning label, he sent an email dated July 12, 2011, to appellants’
counsel with the warning label attached that included the appropriate Bates Stamp.
(Aff. Clay Guise, ¶¶4-6, attached as Ex. K to Ford’s Opposition to Motion for New
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Trial).
{¶173} Based on Atty. Guise’s affidavit and its attachments, appellants’
objection would have been withdrawn. Appellants’ counsel specifically stated that
they would withdraw the objection if Ford showed them that it provided them with the
warning label more than a month before trial. And Atty. Guise’s affidavit is evidence
that Ford provided appellants’ with the warning label and Atty. Guise demonstrated
this to appellants’ counsel in his July 12, 2011 email. Atty. Guise sent this email just
one day after the trial started, so appellants were aware of this fact during trial, which
is likely why they did not object to it. (See Tr. 2203-2205).
{¶174} Accordingly, appellants’ seventh assignment of error is without merit.
{¶175} Appellants’ eighth assignment of error states:
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN EXCLUDING EVIDENCE OF 29
[sic.] OTHER SIMILAR INCIDENTS.
{¶176} During trial, appellants sought to introduce evidence of 61 other
accidents they claimed occurred under substantially similar circumstances. (P.Ex.
462). They sought to do so by way of their expert Mark Arndt, a crash investigator.
Over the course of his career, Arndt accumulated information from police reports,
reports of other investigators, documents from Ford, photographs, and personal
inspection. (Tr. 1327). Arndt compiled a database of Ford vehicles with vertical,
behind-the-axle fuel tanks involved in rear-end collisions and how their fuel systems
performed. (Tr. 1336-1337). In order to narrow down his list for this case, Arndt
used the criteria that the accident had to involve a Panther platform vehicle that was
involved in a rear impact with the failure of the fuel containment system. (Tr. 1338).
Included in his information for each prior accident, Arndt included whether the
accident resulted in a fire and whether the fire produced any burn injuries. (Tr. 1340).
He opined that the 61 other incidents were similar to Linert’s accident. (Tr. 1343). Of
those 61 other incidents, 35 involved a fire and burn injuries or death. (Tr. 1343).
{¶177} On cross-examination, Arndt admitted that in 2003, design changes
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were made to the vehicle to meet Ford’s new 75-mph crash test. (Tr. 1350-1351).
Arndt also admitted that he did not calculate the speeds of the vehicles involved in
the other incidents nor could he give the weights of the striking vehicles. (Tr. 13541355).
{¶178} The trial court allowed 35 of the 61 other incidents. It concluded that
those accidents were similar to the Linert accident because those accidents involved
fires. (Tr. 1381-1382). The court stated that a rear impact with a fire was the criteria
it used to determine which accidents of the 61 were similar to Linert’s accident and,
therefore, were admissible. (Tr. 1381).
{¶179} Appellants argue the trial court should have allowed it to introduce
evidence of the other 29 “similar incidents” that involved Planter platform vehicles,
vertical behind-the-axle fuel tank location, and a fuel tank that was compromised in
an accident even though no fire occurred in these accidents. Appellants argue the
trial court erred because the evidence of the similar incidents was relevant to Ford’s
knowledge and foreseeability of the risk of fire.
{¶180} The Ohio Supreme Court addressed the issue of admissibility of prior
accidents in Renfro v. Black, 52 Ohio St.3d 27, 31, 556 N.E.2d 150 (1990):
The law in the area of admissibility of “prior accidents” or occurrence
evidence was succinctly stated in McKinnon v. Skil Corp. (C.A.1, 1981),
638 F.2d 270. There, the court considered admissibility of prior accident
evidence in a products liability action concerning an allegedly defective
Skil saw. The plaintiff attempted to introduce answers to interrogatories
regarding prior personal injury accidents involving the Skil saw. The
answers did not indicate how the injuries occurred or whether they
resulted from defective lower blade guards. Plaintiff contended that the
interrogatory answers were admissible on Skil's knowledge of prior
accidents relevant to the duty to warn, to establish evidence of the
existence of defect, causation, and negligent design, and to attack the
credibility of the defendant's expert witness. The court held that
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“[e]vidence of prior accidents is admissible on the first four issues only if
the proponent of the evidence shows that the accidents occurred under
circumstances substantially similar to those at issue in the case at bar. *
* * ” (Citations omitted.) Id. at 277.
{¶181} It is within the trial court’s discretion to determine whether the prior
accidents were substantially similar to the accident at issue. Eakes v. K-Mart Intern.
Headquarters, Inc., 2d Dist. No. 17334. 1999 WL 252481, *3 (Apr. 30, 1999).
{¶182} Thus, in examining the admissibility of the prior accidents in this case,
we look at whether the trial court abused its discretion in determining that appellants
did not demonstrate that the other 29 accidents occurred under substantially similar
circumstances as those in Linert’s accident.
{¶183} Appellants sought to introduce the prior accidents to show that Ford
had knowledge of a risk of fire. The trial court did not exclude all of Arndt’s other
similar accidents. The court allowed evidence of 35 of the other accidents, more than
half of Arndt’s list. The accidents the court allowed were the ones in which a fire
occurred. Thus, the trial court specifically limited its ruling to those accidents that
were most similar to Linert’s accident. The court acted within its discretion in limiting
the admissibility of the alleged similar accidents to those accidents that involved a
resulting fire since the fire and its cause were the key issues in this case.
{¶184} Moreover, appellants could have proved their point of Ford’s
knowledge of the risk of fire with the 35 allowable accidents. To allow the continuous
presentation of alleged similar incidents could well have been a needless
presentation of cumulative evidence, which is another reason the trial court did not
abuse its discretion in limiting this evidence. See Evid.R. 403(B).
{¶185} Accordingly, appellant’s eighth assignment of error is without merit.
{¶186} Appellants’ ninth assignment of error states:
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED BY FAILING TO ALLOW EXHIBITS
492 AND 501, ACCIDENT REPORTS BY NHTSA AND THE OHIO
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STATE POLICE GO TO THE JURY FOR DELIBERATIONS DESPITE
HAVING ADMITTED THEM INTO EVIDENCE.
{¶187} Here appellants assert the trial court should have allowed the Ohio
State Police and NHTSA accident reports (P.Exs. 492, 501) to go with the jury during
their deliberations. Appellants claim these exhibits were admitted into evidence and,
therefore, the jury should have had access to them during deliberations. They point
out that, when it came to other exhibits, the trial court stated: “If they are admitted,
they go to the jury.” (Tr. 2129). By not allowing the jury to have these reports,
appellants argue, the trial court sent the message that they were not as important as
the other evidence that was sent to the jury room.
{¶188} Plaintiff’s Exhibits 492 and 501 were not actually admitted into
evidence. The parties and the court engaged in a long discussion about whether
these two exhibits were ever actually admitted and they never reached an agreement
on the record. (Tr. 2668-2680). The court then stated, “It just isn’t worth the risk for
me. I think these have been collaterally supported by numerous other documents
and also considerable professional argument on these issues.”

(Tr. 2680).

Appellants’ counsel then stated that he was going to set Plaintiff’s Exhibits 492 and
501 “over here with this other stack that’s not going to the jury.” (Tr. 2680). Thus,
because Plaintiff’s Exhibits 492 and 501 were not admitted, there was no error in the
court’s failure to send them back with the jury during their deliberations.
{¶189} Accordingly, appellants’ ninth assignment of error is without merit.
{¶190} Appellants’ tenth assignment of error states:
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED BY APPLYING MICHIGAN LAW
TO BAR PLAINTIFFS’ PUNITIVE DAMAGE CLAIMS AGAINST FORD.
{¶191} Prior to trial, Ford filed a motion for summary judgment on appellants’
claim for punitive damages.

Ford argued that under Ohio’s choice-of-law rules,

Michigan law applied to the punitive damages claim because its principal place of
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business and the location of its relevant conduct in designing the CVPI were in
Michigan. Under Michigan law, punitive damages are not permitted for the purposes
of punishing or making an example out of a defendant. Appellants filed a response in
opposition. They did not dispute that under Michigan law punitive damages were not
permitted. Instead, they argued that Ohio law, not Michigan law, applied to their
punitive damages claim.
{¶192} The trial court granted Ford’s motion for summary judgment. In doing
so, the court found that Michigan law applied to appellants’ punitive damages claim
because Michigan has the most significant relationship to appellants’ claim for
punitive damages.

Consequently, the court did not permit appellants to present

evidence of punitive damages at trial.
{¶193} Appellants now argue the trial court erred in applying Michigan law
and granting summary judgment to Ford on the issue of punitive damages. They
claim that had the court applied Ohio law, evidence of punitive damages would have
been allowed.
{¶194} In reviewing a trial court's decision on a summary judgment motion,
appellate courts apply a de novo standard of review. Cole v. Am. Industries &
Resources Corp., 128 Ohio App.3d 546, 552, 715 N.E.2d 1179 (7th Dist.1998).
Thus, we shall apply the same test as the trial court in determining whether summary
judgment was proper. Civ.R. 56(C) provides that the trial court shall render summary
judgment if no genuine issue of material fact exists and when construing the
evidence most strongly in favor of the nonmoving party, reasonable minds can only
conclude that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. State ex
rel. Parsons v. Flemming, 68 Ohio St.3d 509, 511, 628 N.E.2d 1377 (1994).

A

“material fact” depends on the substantive law of the claim being litigated. Hoyt, Inc.
v. Gordon & Assoc., Inc., 104 Ohio App.3d 598, 603, 662 N.E.2d 1088 (8th
Dist.1995), citing Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 247-248, 106 S.Ct.
2505, 91 L.Ed.2d 202 (1986).
{¶195} Likewise, we review a trial court's choice-of-law determination de
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novo. Hoyt v. Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co., 10th Dist. No. 04AP-941, 2005-Ohio-6367,
¶24.
{¶196} The Ohio Supreme Court has adopted the Restatement of the Law of
Conflicts’ approach for determining choice-of-law questions. Morgan v. Biro Mfg.
Co., Inc., 15 Ohio St.3d 339, 341-342, 474 N.E.2d 286 (1984). The Restatement
provides a presumption that the law of the place of the injury controls unless another
jurisdiction has a more significant relationship to the lawsuit. Id. at 342, citing Section
146 of 1 Restatement of the Law 2d, Conflict of Laws (1971) 430.
{¶197} When determining which state has the most significant relationship to
the lawsuit, courts must consider: (1) the place of the injury; (2) the place where the
conduct causing the injury occurred; (3) the domicile, residence, nationality, place of
incorporation, and place of business of the parties; (4) the place where the
relationship between the parties, if any, is located; and (5) any factors under Section
6 of the Restatement that the court deems relevant.1 Id., citing Section 145 of 1
Restatement of the Law 2d, Conflict of Laws (1971) 414.
{¶198} Thus, we must apply the above factors to the facts of this case.
{¶199} First, we must begin with the presumption that Ohio law controls,
because it was the location of the injury, unless the factors demonstrate that
Michigan has a more significant relationship to the lawsuit.
{¶200} Next, we must consider the place of the injury.

Linert’s accident

occurred in Ohio. Thus, Ohio is the state where the injury occurred.
1

Section 6 of 1 Restatement of the Law 2d, Conflict of Laws 10, provides as follows:
(1) A court, subject to constitutional restrictions, will follow a statutory directive of its
own state on choice of law.
(2) When there is no such directive, the factors relevant to the choice of the applicable
rule of law include
(a) the needs of the interstate and international systems,
(b) the relevant policies of the forum,
(c) the relevant policies of other interested states and the relative interests of those
states in the determination of the particular issue,
(d) the protection of justified expectations,
(e) the basic policies underlying the particular field of law,
(f) certainty, predictability and uniformity of result, and
(g) ease in the determination and application of law to be applied.
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{¶201} The next factor is the place where the conduct causing the injury
occurred.

The conduct that allegedly caused the injury in this case occurred in

Michigan. Michigan is the state where Ford designed the 2005 CVPI, including the
fuel tank, and where it manufactured the CVPI. (Ridenour Aff. ¶¶7, 8, 9). It is also
the state where Ford conducted rear crash testing and fuel-system integrity testing.
(Ridenour Aff. ¶¶15, 17, 21).
{¶202} Under the next factor, we must consider appellants’ domicile and
Ford’s place of business. Appellants both reside in Ohio. Ford is based in Michigan.
Linert’s CVPI was sold to the Austintown Police Department from an Ohio Ford
dealership. The CVPI was used in Ohio by an Ohio public entity, the Austintown
Police Department.
{¶203} Next, we must look at the place where the relationship between the
parties, if any, is located. There is no relationship between the parties such as
employer-employee or a contractual relationship.
{¶204} Finally, the parties have not pointed to any factors Section 6 of the
Restatement that may apply here.
{¶205} The factors in this case slightly favor Ohio over Michigan. The injury
took place in Ohio. The conduct allegedly causing the injury took place in Michigan.
The plaintiffs are from Ohio. The defendant is based in Michigan. Although Ford is
based in Michigan, the vehicle at issue in this case was sold in Ohio, by an Ohio Ford
dealership, to an Ohio police department.

We must also consider the presumption

that applies here: the law of the place of injury controls unless another jurisdiction
has a more significant relationship to the lawsuit. Morgan, 15 Ohio St.3d at 342,
citing Section 146 of 1 Restatement of the Law 2d, Conflict of Laws (1971) 430.
Because it cannot be said that Michigan has a more significant relationship to the
lawsuit than Ohio, we must conclude that Ohio law applies.
{¶206} Ford also argued in its summary judgment motion that even if Ohio
law applied, appellants’ claim for punitive damages was still precluded. Ford based
its argument on R.C. 2307.80(D)(1), which provides that a products liability defendant
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shall not be liable for punitive damages in connection with the claim if the defendant
fully complied with all applicable government safety and performance standards.
{¶207} The trial court never reached the issue of whether R.C. 2307.80(D)(1)
precluded appellants’ punitive damages claim, however, because it determined that
Michigan law, not Ohio law, applied. Where the trial court grants summary judgment
based on one issue and fails to address remaining issue, the remaining issue is not
properly before the appellate court. Bowen v. Kil-Kare, Inc., 63 Ohio St.3d 84, 89,
585 N.E.2d 384 (1992); Tree of Life v. Agnew, 7th Dist. No. 12 BE 42, 204-Ohio-878,
¶27. Thus, the issue of whether R.C. 2307.80(D)(1) precludes punitive damages in
this case is not properly before us. This is an issue to be addressed by the trial court
on remand.
{¶208} Accordingly, appellants’ tenth assignment of error has merit.
{¶209} Appellants’ eleventh assignment of error states:
THE TRIAL COURT ERRONEOUSLY FAILED TO RECUSE
HIMSELF, OR AT MINIMUM, ADVISE THE PARTIES THAT HIMSELF
[sic.] DROVE A PANTHER PLATFORM VEHICLE.
{¶210} In their final assignment of error, appellants contend that midway
through the trial they learned the trial court judge drove a Mercury Grand Marquis,
which is a Panther Platform vehicle with the same fuel tank design that was at issue.
Appellants argue that the judge should have disqualified himself or, at least,
disclosed this information to the parties and given them the option of waiving the
disqualification. Appellants further assert that the jurors may have seen the judge
driving this vehicle to court, which could have influenced their opinions.
{¶211} “The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Ohio, or his designee, has
exclusive jurisdiction to determine a claim that a common pleas judge is biased or
prejudiced.” Jones v. Billingham, 105 Ohio App.3d 8, 11, 663 N.E.2d 657 (2d
Dist.1995), citing Section 5(C), Article IV, Ohio Constitution; Adkins v. Adkins, 43
Ohio App.3d 95, 539 N.E.2d 686 (4th Dist.1988).

R.C. 2701.03 provides the
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exclusive means by which a litigant can assert that a common pleas judge is biased
or prejudiced. Id. R.C. 2701.03(A) provides:
If a judge of the court of common pleas allegedly is interested in
a proceeding pending before the court, allegedly is related to or has a
bias or prejudice for or against a party to a proceeding pending before
the court or a party's counsel, or allegedly otherwise is disqualified to
preside in a proceeding pending before the court, any party to the
proceeding or the party's counsel may file an affidavit of disqualification
with the clerk of the supreme court in accordance with division (B) of
this section.
{¶212} An appellate court lacks the authority to pass upon the disqualification
of a common pleas court judge or to void the judgment of a trial court on that basis.
State v. Ramos, 88 Ohio App.3d 394, 398, 623 N.E.2d 1336 (9th Dist.1993).
{¶213} We are without the authority to determine whether the trial court judge
was biased or should have recused himself in this case. If appellants thought the trial
court judge should have recused himself, their remedy was to file an affidavit of
disqualification with the clerk of the Ohio Supreme Court.
{¶214} Accordingly, appellants’ eleventh assignment of error is without merit.
{¶215} In conclusion, appellants’ first and second assignments of error have
merit in part. The trial court erred in failing to instruct the jury on appellants’ claim for
post-marketing failure to warn. It also erred by excluding evidence that, subsequent
to the sale of the subject CVPI, Ford offered a fire suppression system on the CVPIs.
This evidence would have offered further support for appellants’ post-marketing
failure to warn claim. Additionally, appellants’ tenth assignment of error has merit.
Ohio law, not Michigan law applies to appellants’ punitive damages claim.
{¶216} For the reasons stated above, the trial court’s judgment is hereby
reversed as to the post-marketing failure to warn claim. The matter is remanded to
the trial court for further proceedings on this claim only.

The court’s judgment
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granting summary judgment to Ford on appellants’ punitive damages claim is also
reversed. Ohio law applies to appellants’ punitive damages claim. On remand, the
trial court is to consider Ohio law when determining whether appellants may present
evidence of punitive damages. The judgment is affirmed in all other respects.

Vukovich, J., concurs.
DeGenaro, P.J., concurs.

